
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BREAKDOWN OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

EXPERIMENT

Catalase breaks hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen. The chemical formula for the reaction is,. Since this is a
decomposition reaction, it is.

Although hydrogen peroxide can gradually degenerate itself, it decomposes much faster with the help of
Catalase, because Catalase lowers the activation energy, the minimum energy barrier that hydrogen peroxide
molecules have to overcome to decompose. I then divided Parts I and III and took the log of that expression to
find the order of hydrogen peroxide, which was also 1. Introduction Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 1 is a
by-product of biochemical metabolism. As soon as the hydrogen peroxide is put inside the test tube, it is
immediately capped with the gas pressure sensor to record data. The gas pressure sensor is used because the
reaction produces oxygen gas. Hypothesis: I performed a preliminary experiment to distinguish the amount of
yeast I will use for the actual experiment For a biochemical reaction to take place a substrate must bind to the
active site of an enzyme Hydrogen peroxide A new hydrogen peroxide was used because hydrogen peroxide
can degenerate naturally. Volume of hydrogen peroxide Even though the solutions differ in solution
concentration, the volume for all of the solutions stayed the same, which is 1. The amount of enzyme is set to
10 microliters. Using the initial rates of a series of experiments I will be able to find the orders of the reaction
with respect to enzyme and substrate. Keep these test tubes as a reference as you perform the kinetics
measurements. This works because the decomposition of H2O2 creates oxygen gas, which would increase the
pressure in the test tube over time. The biggest diversion from this value was Part II, which was 2. Comparing
Parts I and III allowed us to see how the change in concentration of hydrogen peroxide would change the rate
of the reaction. Thus, this experiment will only consider low concentrations. You do not need to calculate the
concentration. Fill the measuring cylinder with water, seal the top with your finger, and invert it into the water
trough, as shown in the diagram. However, enzymes do not increase the amount of final product, they only
increase the rate of reaction. In the end, the order of both reactants was found to be 1. This may have caused a
change in the pressure readings, which would have changed all of our results significantly. Use an analytical
balance to accurately weigh 25 g of KI. It is important in this practical to use appropriate apparatus to make
and record a range of measurements accurately, including time, mass and volume. Add 0. Figure 3 shows the
diagram for serial dilution method 2. The time required for the solution to turn blue is measured. In particular
the reaction of hydrogen peroxide being broken down into water and oxygen by an enzyme, catalase. However
we can make estimates by simply assuming the formula to calculate the thiosulfate concentration. Hydrogen
peroxide is an oxidant that is ubiquitous in the environment that is formed by atmospheric processes Stockwell
et al. This includes the safe use of apparatus, and monitoring chemical changes. Label as I, 2 and 3.


